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What Channels are essential to building awareness for your organization? x

Twitter: 
> Text based app that supports photos and videos. 
> Great for finding articles and learning what is 
 happening in real time. 
> This is where you stay plugged in and connected.

Instagram: 
>  Photo/video based app for finding art that relates to   
 your organization. 
> Resharing posts from other orgs in your network --    
    whether it’s a quick share to stories or posting on grid. 

Facebook: 
> Platform to build community and plan events. 
> Connecting with like-minded people.

TikTok: 
> A video sharing platform that supports short format 
 concepts and mixes in influencer culture. 

Snapchat: 
> A video sharing platform that is more user-to-user based. 

Youtube: 
> Long-form video sharing platform that services all 
 industries and helps with searchable content via 
 search engine.

WHAT DO THESE ALL HAVE IN COMMON?
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What's so great about twitter?x

>  Twitter gets content first!

>  Memes, trending topics, breaking news - everything.

>  Directly links to your needs.

>  Longer videos, links out to other websites to book, sign up and   
   learn more while staying in the application.

>  Hashtags building - this is where you can best track your
  hashtag growth and start trending! 

>  Connecting with real people with real opinions and 
  opportunities for engaging. 
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Why are young people so attracted to Tiktok?x

Tiktok is a place where you can trend or go viral by creating dance 
moves. You can also make fun videos that are informative and 
creative on Instagram as well. 

So do you really need a tiktok? Yes and No.

Tiktok content is quick, reliable and fun; you now have REELS
in Instagram for that!

Keeping up with Tiktok and more than 4 other channels is a 2 
person job + people want to see real people, not take in 
information from brands/organizations. 

BEST ADVICE: create videos for reels in Canva, build on the 
audience you already have. 
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Do you really still need a Facebook account?x

YES. Facebook is more than your 
grandparents, it’s how you build 
community.
Best Facebook features no one talks about:
 > Facebook groups
 > Donation tab/ Fundraising
 > Facebook live - events
 > Centralizing your audience 
 > Raising awareness through ads
 > Event Pages

Make sure to create your organization profile
as a non-profit page to access these features!
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How to manage Instagram plus & Storiesx

> Posting to the “feed”
> Sharing content to Stories
> REELS
> Ads
> IG TV
> Engagement
> Hashtag building
> Highlights
> Content Profile vs Business 
  Profile - Always go business!
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Who are we talking to? What's your audience?x

Key things to think about when determining your audience and how to maintain them:
 >  What type of followers do you want to attract?

 >  What region or area are they in? - Adapt to that culture and what’s going on.

 >  How do they like to be spoken to? Posting cadence.

 >  Find where they are most active.

 >  Identify an ideal profile: 
    >  Age 
    >  Location 
    >  Interest 
    >  Stage of life

Remember always: Talk with your audience not at them. pg. 8



Let’s Practice making an Instagram post in Canvax

20 minute exercise
 1. Choose a topic from your organization.
 2. Create an image in Canva that promotes
   your objective. 

Must Haves:
 > Image
 > Text
 > Call to action
 > Catchy caption to explain more of what
   the graphic is or what you
   want to convey
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How Canva can enhance your visibility - 
apply for a free account!

x

Develop a brand identity in canva:
  > upload your logo 
  > add your key colors and 
  > customize templates within the app.

Download the software on your phone for an 
on-the-go view.

Apply for an organization account for 
Pro - gives access to extra features for free!
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How to manage your social media in one placex

How can one person handle
all this?
 Scheduling apps:

   
Benefits:
 > Full view of your month
 > Able to preplan
 > Can get approvals from staff
 > Can post while you sleep! 
 > Analytics
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Things to keep in mind when creating postsx

Key things to think about when determining your audience and how to maintain them:
 >  What type of followers do you want to attract?

 >  What region or area are they in? - Adapt to that culture and what’s going on.

 >  How do they like to be spoken to? Posting cadence.

 >  Find where they are most active.

 >  Identify an ideal profile: 
    >  Age 
    >  Location 
    >  Interest 
    >  Stage of life

Remember always: Talk with your audience not at them.

>  How does this look visually?

>  Am I getting my message across?

>  Did I include hashtags to increase my visibility?

>  Did I tag the appropriate people or organizations to make them aware?
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Questions?
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